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Background
• LSST will find ~106 SNe and extragalactic transients (~300/night for 

10 years) 
• One of the primary science goals for LSST is to be a transient 
discovery machine 

• Most other transient science cases require spectroscopy for 
classification and characterization 

• Many past attempts to define wish lists for capabilities (e.g., Najita 
et al. arXiv:1610.01661) 
• But LSST will happen soon (2022?), so we have to start with 

current facilities 
• To advance the field, we need to do something new, but the 

required scale needs coordination within the transient 
community and probably new ways of allocating time 



Two Strawman Fallacies

• We just have to take a bunch of spectra of LSST 
transients to make discoveries 



Past and Current Surveys
• Local Universe: 

• LOSS (~1000 spectroscopic classifications); ASASSN (~1000) 

• Distant universe 

• SNLS (~500), DES, ESSENCE, SDSS II, Hi-z, SCP, etc. (several 
hundred total) 

• PS1 MDS (~500) 

• i/PTF (~1000 classifications); ZTF (~1500) 

• e/PESSTO (??)



A Scary Calculation
• A 22nd mag transient can be classified in ~1 hour with 

Gemini (2x20m with GMOS, plus 20m of overheads), so 
imagine if you take over half the telescope time: 

• 5 spectra/night * 365d * 70% efficiency (weather losses, 
useless spectra) is ~1300 spectra a year.  For 10 years of 
LSST, this is 13,000 spectra.  So call it 104 spectra. 

• These are intentionally over-optimistic numbers! But… the 
result is not much more than the previous surveys 

• Spectra need to be taken more efficiently if we are to do 
something new and make discoveries 



Two Strawman Fallacies

• We just have to take a bunch of spectra of LSST 
transients to make discoveries 

• We can just wait for the ML algorithm to go “beep”



What classifiers can do
• ML is excellent at real/bogus 

• ML is very good at separating 
variable stars, AGN, transients, 
moving objects, etc. 

• Classifiers are quite good with SNe Ia 

• Classifiers are not, and will not be, 
sufficiently good with rarer classes of 
transients on fast time scales 

• Classifications will become better as 
more data come in, but what is the 
use if you need to wait for the 
transient to fade away to ID it as 
interesting? What about novel 
classes of objects?
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Figure 11. Confusion matrix for one of our best performing
classification pipelines (PCA feature extraction, MVG data
augmentation, and RF classifier) calculated using the full
posterior distributions for each SN. We show the confusion
matrix for both the full SN sample (Added: of 513 objects)
(Top) and only (Added: for the 429 events with) a high
classification confidence probability of p > 0.8 (Bottom).

in performance for the various pipelines. The lower clas-
sification success rate is due to broader diversity within
Type Ibc SNe, as well as their significant overlap with
Type Ia SNe (e.g., Figure 6).

For Type II SNe we find high values of purity and com-
pleteness of ⇡ 65 � 85% and ⇡ 60 � 80%, respectively.
This overall high success rate is mainly due to the pres-
ence of a plateau phase that helps to distinguish most
Type II SNe from the other classes. However, the failed
classifications are most likely due to the faster evolving
Type II SNe (often called Type IIL), which tend to be
misclassified as Type Ibc or Type Ia SNe due to overlap
in light curve shapes (e.g., Figure 6).
Finally, for Type IIn SNe we find purity and complete-

ness of ⇡ 30�80% and ⇡ 45�70%, respectively, reflect-
ing the broad diversity of light curve morphologies and
luminosities, with some events overlapping similar areas
in feature space with Type Ia and Ibc SNe (e.g., Fig-
ure 6). As for the Type Ibc SNe, we find quite a broad
dispersion in performance between the various pipelines.
For the overall accuracy across the 5 SN classes, we

find generally high values of ⇡ 100% for SLSNe, ⇡ 95%
for Type IIn SNe, ⇡ 90% for Type II SNe, ⇡ 85�95% for
Type Ibc SNe, and ⇡ 85� 90% for Type Ia SNe. These
values are essentially independent of the classification
pipeline used.
To further explore the relative performance of the var-

ious pipelines, in Figure 10 we plot the distribution of
completeness across the full dataset, grouping the clas-
sification pipelines by feature extraction method, clas-
sification method, and data augmentation method. We
find that the classification method has the largest im-
pact on completeness, with the RF classifiers performing
noticeably better, and more uniformly, than the SVM
and NN classifiers. In terms of feature extraction we
find that use of the model parameters (M) and PCA
are somewhat advantageous compared to hand-selected
(HS) features and the LC approach, although the PCA
extraction leads to a broader range of outcomes. Fi-
nally, the MVG augmentation method performs slightly
better than SMOTE.
The top three pipelines in terms of purity, complete-

ness and accuracy share RF classification and PCA fea-
ture extraction, with both MVG and SMOTE augmen-
tation. Between these pipelines, the overall accuracy
di↵ers by . 5% across the 5 SN classes. In addition to
performing well, the RF classifier also has the advan-
tage of allowing us to measure the relative important
of each feature. For example, we test the relative im-
portance of our hand-selected and model features in the
RF classification pipeline using the “gini importance”,
a measure of the average gini impurity decrease across
descending nodes (Leo et al. 1984). We find that the
peak magnitudes are the most important interpretable
features, with durations and other parameters being
roughly equally important.

Villar et al. 2019: full PS1 lightcurves 
but assuming spectroscopic redshifts



SNe Ia are easy
• Homogeneity 

• Base rates 

• In a magnitude-limited blank field 
survey, ~70% of extragalactic 
transients are SNe Ia 

• With a limited number of data 
points, it will always be harder 
for a classifier to have high 
confidence that a transient 
belongs to a rare class of objects 
as opposed to being a common 
object in the tails of the 
distribution or outskirts of feature 
space

RAPID: Muthukrishna et al. 2019 
assuming spec. redshifts

RAPID 15

Figure 5. An example normal SNIa light curve from the
testing set (simulation ID: 6038963; redshift= 0.174) is
shown in the top panel, and the softmax classification prob-
abilities from RAPID are plotted as a function of time over
the light curve in the bottom panel. The plot shows the rest
frame time since trigger. The vertical grey dashed line is the
predicted explosion date from our t2 model fit of the early
light curve (see section 2.4.1). Initially, the object is correctly
predicted to be Pre-explosion, before it is more confidently
predicted as a SNIa-Normal at -20 days before the trigger.
Hence, the neural network predicts the explosion date only
4 days after early light curve model fit’s prediction. The
confidence in the predicted classification improves over the
lifetime of the transient.

gins to flatten out with only small increases after ap-
proximately 20 days post-trigger. For most classes, the
transient behaviour of the light curve is generally near-
ing completion at this stage, and hence we can expect
that new photometric data adds little to improving the
classification as the brightness tends towards the back-
ground flux level. The classification performance of the
core-collapse supernovae, SNIbc and SNII, are particu-
larly poor. To better understand this, it is useful to see
where misclassifications occurred.

4.3. The Confusion Matrix

The confusion matrix is often a good way to visual-
ize this. Typically, each entry in the matrix describes
counts of the number of transients of the true class, c,
that had the highest predicted probability in class, ĉ.
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Figure 6. The classification accuracy of each transient class
as a function of time since trigger in the rest frame. The
values correspond to the diagonals of the confusion matrices
at each epoch.

For ease of interpretability, we make use of a specially
normalized confusion matrix in this work. We normal-
ize the confusion matrix such that the (c, ĉ) entry is the
fraction of transients of the true class c that are classi-
fied into the predicted class ĉ. With this normalization,
each row in the matrix must sum to 1. Therefore each
row is an estimate of the classifier’s conditional distri-
bution of (maximum probability) predicted labels given
each true class label.
In Fig. 7, we plot the normalized confusion matrices

at an early (2 days post-trigger) and late (40 days post-
trigger) stage of the light curve. In the online material,
we provide an animation of this confusion matrix evolv-
ing in time since trigger (instead of just the two epochs
shown here)10.
The overall classification performance is, as expected,

slightly better at the late phase of the light curve. How-
ever, the performance only 2 days after trigger is partic-
ularly promising for our ability to identify transients at
early times to gather a well-motivated follow-up candi-
date list. SNe Ia have the highest classification accuracy
at early times with most misclassification occurring with
other subtypes of Type Ia supernovae. At late times, the
Intermediate Luminosity Transients and TDEs are best
identified. The core-collapse supernovae (SNIbc, SNII)
appear to be most often confused with calcium-rich tran-

10 Paper animations can be found here: https://www.ast.cam.
ac.uk/⇠djm241/rapid/



Approach #1:  
Do nothing and wait

• The best transients for detailed studies are the nearest 
and brightest. 

• Save the real-time resources for studying these (from 
local universe surveys) 

• Use photo-z’s and host galaxy redshifts for LSST 
(piggyback on future large spectroscopic surveys) 

• Use the LSST transients primarily for population 
studies, rates, etc. 



Approach #2:  
Colors/Lo-res followup

• Use the LSST WFD survey for the discoveries, but obtain 
additional info elsewhere: 

• Detections in other surveys (esp. at the bright end)? 

• Simultaneous multiband images (GROND-lite: griz?) to 
generate at least one epoch with real colors 

• SEDMachine-like approach? 

• Both require >4 m telescopes (which one? which instrument? 
which timescale?) for sufficiently short exposure times to 
allow you to observe a significant number of objects



Approach #3:  
Coordinated spectral campaign
• The current way of obtaining followup is everybody writes 

separate ~10 hr Gemini/SOAR/etc. proposals with specific 
trigger criteria and focused science goals 

• For less-common classes, the photometric classifications will 
not be sufficiently accurate on the relevant timescales, and 
rare or unknown things will fall through the cracks. 

• Fragmented followup will be suboptimal in several ways (Do 
you wait for high-confidence photo classifications? If so, how 
do you find actual new things?) 

• With a significant false-positive rate, we need to make all 
classifications public



Approach #3:  
Coordinated spectral campaign
• A baseline spectroscopic survey that acquires classifications 

for some objects before light curve classifiers know they are 
unusual or novel is required 

• A truly random spectroscopic survey would spend 70% of its 
time on SNe Ia and 20% on SNe II — we’ve already done that 

• Classification targets chosen with a bias against high-
confidence SNe Ia? 
• How to allow for a diversity of targeting approaches? 

• Management concerns: Increase ToO time on SOAR/Gemini, TAC 
process



Final thoughts

• The worry: if we arrive in 2022 with no change in our 
time allocation and proposal processes for followup, 
LSST will have limited scientific impact for transient 
science over current surveys 

• The required scale of efforts is above the level of 
individual small proposals 

• But the transient community needs to decide as a 
community what we actually want while allowing for 
individual initiative…


